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Standard Crib
  Does not convert
  Less Expensive
  Great for parents will use a  
  separate toddler bed, will  
  move baby to a twin bed  
  when rea  when ready, or who don't 
  need a full bed.

Crib & Changer
Combo Cribs
  All-In-One Crib with attached 
  changing table.
  Crib may or may not convert
  Changing table may convert to a 
  side table  side table.
  Good space saver for small 
  nurseries.

Mini Cribs

  Smaller crib
  Less expensive
  May convert to a twin bed with 
  conversion rails.
  Great for small nurseries, twins, 
  & shared rooms  & shared rooms.

Round or Oval Cribs

  Unique looking
  Gives baby a 'nest' feel
  May convert
  Great for center room placement.

Travel or Portable Crib

  May have wheels
  May fold for easy storage
  Can fit through doorways to move 
  from room to room.
  Great for grandma's house

It can be quite 
confusing to know 
what all the baby crib 
terminology is these 
days.  We're here to 
help you understand 
the various crib types 
avavailable and some 
key points about each.

Convertible Crib
  Heavy duty construction
  Larger Footprint
  Toddler safety rail may or may not be included.
  Full bed conversion nearly always requires separate 
  purchase.
  Gre  Great for parents planning ahead for the changing needs 
  of their child.

2 in 1 Cribs
  Converts from Crib to Twin bed (mini cribs) or some convert into toddler 
  beds (full size cribs).

3 in 1 Cribs
  Converts to a toddler bed with safety rail or a daybed (no front rail) OR may   
  convert from toddler bed to a full bed.

4 in 1 crib / Lifetime Crib
  Converts to a toddler bed (with safety rail), to daybed, to full bed with  
  headboard and footboard.

Which
Crib is Right 
for You?


